[Probability distribution characteristics of stock density in offshore of northern South China Sea.]
Based on catch data from the bottom trawl survey by eight cruises in offshore of northern South China Sea during 2014-2017, we analyzed the stock density distribution and explored its probability distribution with statistical method, which was further used to estimate the mean stock density in this region. The results showed that the coefficient of variation (CV) for stock density ranged from 0.67 to 1.03 for all the periods, indicating a highly uneven spatial distribution of stock density. The frequency distribution of fishery resource density was characterized by obvious right-skewed, which was dominated by stock density of 0-1000 kg·km-2. The results of one sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that three probability distribution patterns were suitable for stock density in this region, including Lognormal, Gamma and Weibull distributions. In terms of the mean stock density estimation, the values from Lognormal showed no statistically significant difference from those from others, but the opposite result was obtained between Gamma and Weibull distributions. Compared with 1960s-1970s, the appropriate probability distribution pattern of stock density has changed from single to multiple types. Variation of the proportion of low catch resulted from the changes in the structure of fishery resources, fishing effort and climate change might cause the alte-ration of probability distribution.